6001/6002 Staticide® Mat & Table Top Cleaner

Static dissipative cleaner for ESD mats

ACL Mat & Table Top Cleaner is a multi-purpose static dissipative rejuvenating cleaner that is designed for maintaining the surface resistivity of ESD mats. It is the ideal cleaner for areas in which static-sensitive devices are assembled, tested, and handled, and can also be used in areas that require a mild, but effective cleaner. This non-abrasive formula cleans and restores dead spots that have lost electrical characteristics. It is safe to use on workbenches, table tops and anti-static mats, including rubber and vinyl.

Mat & Table Top Cleaner is a non-flammable cleaner that leaves no film or streaks. It effectively removes flux residues, oily finger marks, grease, nicotine, dirt, grime, and inorganic contaminants. It also removes dirt on chair mats and other anti-static mats without degrading the surface’s anti-static properties.

Directions:
Apply liberally to the areas to be cleaned. Wait 2-3 minutes to allow emulsifiers to penetrate. Wipe dry with a low-lint wipe such as ACL LF50 Heavy Duty Low-Lint Wipes or ACL 8099 Low-Lint Wipes.

Available in:
Product #6001 5 24 2-oz bottles per case; finger spray
Product #6001 12 quarts per case; includes trigger spray
Product #6002 4 gallons per case
Product #6002-5 5-gallon pail
Product #6001-2 50 gallons per drum

FEATURES
- Cleans, rejuvenates, and extends the life of ESD mats
- Contains no alkali or ammonia
- Contains no chemical on RoHS and REACH SvHC
- No GHS classification
- Decays static in less than two seconds when tested according to Federal Test Method 4046